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Task Evidence required to complete task Tutor signature 
when correct

Date 
Achieved

1 Tap in-time to a metronome 1 item 
Video of Performance labelled “Task 1”

2 Complete the ‘Note & Rest Durations’ chart 1 item 
Complete chart on Showbie

3 Compose a 4-beat rhythm using notes and rests, perform in time to a steady 
pulse (metronome)

2 items 
Rhythm drawn on iPad or on paper and then 
photographed clearly, labelled “Task 3 Rhythm” 
+ video recording of you tapping the rhythm in 
time to a metronome labelled “Task 3 
Performance”

4 Compose a 4-bar rhythm, consisting of a 2-bar ‘question’ and 2-bar ‘answer’ 2 items 
Rhythm drawn on iPad or on paper and then 
photographed clearly, labelled “Task 4 Rhythm” 
+ video recording of you tapping the rhythm in 
time to a metronome labelled “Task 4 
Performance”

5 Compose an 8-bar rhythm of structure ABAC, with each phrase being 2-bars 
long, ensure the rhythm sounds ‘finished’ in bar 8. Perform in-time to a 
metronome

2 items 
Rhythm drawn on iPad or on paper and then 
photographed clearly, labelled “Task 5 Rhythm” 
+ video recording of you tapping the rhythm in 
time to a metronome labelled “Task 5 Rhythm”

ADV1 Advanced Project 1: If you’ve completed 1-5 confidently and uploaded your 
evidence to Showbie, compose an 8-bar piece for 4 people to perform together. 
Write your rhythms as above on iPad or paper. Use iPad GarageBand to record 
and edit your rhythms. Think about how the 4 parts can work together to keep 
the pulse steady, but be inventive to create complexity between the parts.

2 items 
“ADV1 Score”

“ADV1 Audio”

6 Prove deeper understanding of your task 3 rhythm by converting the notated 
rhythm into a drawn piano roll chart. Then record the task 3 rhythm into your 
iPad GarageBand (or other DAW) and edit it to make the rhythm play perfectly in- 
time.

2 items                                                             
1. Rhythm drawn on a piano roll chart.            
2. Video screen recording of the recorded and 
edited rhythm playing on the screen with the 
piano roll editor in view

7 Repeat task 6 for your task 5 (8-bar) rhythm 2 items                                                              
1. Rhythm drawn on a piano roll chart.            
2. Video screen recording of the recorded and 
edited rhythm playing on the screen with the 
piano roll editor in view

8 Label the ‘Piano keyboard chart’ to prove your understanding of which notes are 
which including #s and bs and draw an example of a tone and a semitone 

1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

9 Complete the ‘Major keys up to 4#s and 4bs’ chart 1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

10 Complete the ‘Chords I and V’ chart. Fill in the blanks to define a ‘perfect 
cadence’ and ‘imperfect cadence’ including showing the Roman numerals for 
each progression. Identify chords I (one) and V (five) for the Major keys with up to 
4#s and 4bs and specify the 3 notes in those chords.  

1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

11 Complete the ‘Treble Clef Notes’ Chart 1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

12 Starting on iPad GarageBand (or other DAW), compose a 4-bar rhythm featuring 
two, 2-bar phrases, structured as a question followed by an answer, as in task 4. 
Choose a major key with up to 4#s or 4bs and develop your rhythm into a 4-bar 
melody by moving the pitches of the notes up or down into a smooth shape in 
each phrase. Use your knowledge of cadences to make the music sound 
‘unfinished’ at the end of bar 2 and ‘finished’ at the end of bar 4. Once you’ve 
finished editing your melody, upload a screen recording of the piano roll chart. 
Neatly draw the musical notation for your 4-bar melody with a pencil on paper. 
Remember to include the time signature, key signature and tempo markings and 
upload as a clear photograph. 

2 items                                                              
1. Screen recording of edited 4-bar melody   . 
2. Pencil-drawn music notation of your 4-bar 
melody as a clear photograph. 

13 Using a similar process to task 12, compose an 8-bar melody with an ABAC 
structure in a major key with up to 4#s or 4bs. Make the music sound 
‘unfinished’ at the end of bar 4 and ‘finished’ at the end of bar 8.                  
[Note: there is no help video for this task. ]

2 items                                                              
1. Screen recording of edited 8-bar melody   . 
2. Pencil-drawn music notation of your 8-bar 
melody as a clear photograph. 

14 Complete the ‘Advanced Rhythmic Devices’ Chart 1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

15 Begin by noting ideas down onto the ‘task 15 manuscript paper’ as you play 
them. Then write it up neatly once you’ve finished. Compose an 8-bar melody in 
4/4 and in A Major, featuring at least one of the advanced rhythmic devices in 
task 14, and with structure AABBCCDD. Ensure there’s a sense of balance in 
shape and rhythm between the 4 different melodic phrases (A, B, C and D). Make 
the music sound ‘unfinished’ at the end of bar 4 and ‘finished’ at the end of bar 
8. 

2 items                                                              
1. Screen recording of edited 8-bar melody   . 
2. Pencil-drawn music notation of your 8-bar 
melody as a clear photograph. 

16 Complete the ‘Relative Minor Keys’ Chart 1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

17 Complete the ‘Points of the Scale’ Chart to compare the scale notes of your 
chosen key from Task 13 to the scale notes of its relative minor

1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

18 Compose a 16-bar melody, which includes your Task 13 melody as bars 1-8, 
followed by the Task 13 melody transposed into its relative minor as bars 9-16. 
You may choose whether to sharpen the 7th degree of the scale or not. 

2 items                                                              
1. Screen recording of edited 16-bar melody   . 
2. Pencil-drawn music notation of your 16-bar 
melody as a clear photograph. 

19 Compose a 16-bar melody, which includes your Task 13 melody as bars 1-8, 
followed by a development of that melody as bars 9-16. The development must 
include enough of the original melody to be recognised as being associated, but 
must now use 3 of the advanced rhythmic devices defined in task 14. 

2 items                                                              
1. Screen recording of edited 16-bar melody   . 
2. Pencil-drawn music notation of your 16-bar 
melody as a clear photograph. 

20 Complete the ‘Articulation’ Chart 1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie
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21 Complete the ‘Dynamics’ Chart 1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

22 Write a list of 10 things you could change in a melody to compose a 
development of it. Include some changes in rhythm, some in articulation and 
some in dynamics. [Note: there is no help video for this task.]

1 item 
List as a comment in Showbie

23 Using your list from task 22, write a 4-bar melody followed by the 10 developed 
versions of it. Note: there is no help video for this task.]

2 items                                                              
1. Screen recording of edited 44-bar piece

2. Pencil-drawn music notation of your 44-bar 
piece with clear annotations demonstrating 
each change. 

24 Complete the ‘Textures’ Chart 1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

25 Complete the ‘Harmony’ Chart 1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

26 Compose a 2-bar piece for 2 flutes, with homophonic texture and consonant 
harmony. Make the music sound ‘finished’ at the end of bar 2. Ensure there are 
no instances of unison and always keep the two parts less than an octave apart. 
Record the 2 flute parts on the same track so both are visible in the piano roll 
screen recording. Draw the melody on the Task 26 chart and indicate the 
intervals in the spaces provided.

2 items 
1. Complete chart on Showbie 

2. Video screen recording of the music playing 

on screen with the piano roll editor in view.                              
OR Audio recording of the piece.

27 Compose a new 4-bar melody for flute, with supporting bass harmony part 
written for cello. The harmony part must only use the root note of chords I, IV or 
V. 

3 items                                                              
1. Complete the ‘Bass Clef Notes’.                  
2. Audio recording of 2-part piece.

3.  Pencil-drawn musical score of your 4-bar 
piece with the flute part drawn in the treble 
clef, and the cello part drawn in the bass clef 
on the stave below

28 Compose a new 4-bar melody for violin, with supporting block chord 
accompaniment written for piano, using any of the diatonic chords in the chosen 
key in the right hand and the corresponding root bass notes in the left hand. Use 
your knowledge of cadences to make the music sound unfinished at the end of 
bar 2 and finished at the end of bar 4. 

2 items                                                                 
1. Pencil-drawn music score.                            
2. Audio recording.

29 Compose an 8-bar harmonic progression, with one chord lasting for each of the 
8 bars. Make the music sound ‘unfinished’ in bar 4 and ‘finished’ in bar 8. 
Confirm your chosen key and your chord choices on the task 29 chart.

2 items                                                                 
1. Completed Task 29 Chart.                            
2. Audio recording.

30 Beginning with your Task 29 chord progression, compose a complementing 8-
bar clarinet melody to be played at the same time. You must use at least two of 
the advanced rhythmic devices. Draw the clarinet part out using its ‘sounding’ 
pitch. 

2 items                                                                 
1. Pencil-drawn clarinet part.                            
2. Audio recording of piano and clarinet parts 
playing together.

31 Compose an 8-bar piece for string quartet in any major key of up to 4#s and 4bs. 
Begin with the Violin 1 melody. Then add a Cello to add a simple bass line 
ensuring the music sounds ‘unfinished' at the end of bar 4 and ‘finished’ at the 
end of bar 8. Finally, considering the diatonic chord chart for your chosen key, 
add the notes for Violin 2 and Viola to complete the inner voicings. Note: there 
should also be at least one example of each of passing note and auxiliary note 
demonstrated on the score to complete the task. 

2 items                                                                 
1. 4-part score with annotations to 
demonstrate the passing and auxiliary notes.                            
2. Audio recording.

32 Complete the ‘Melodic Devices, Ornaments and Playing Techniques’ Chart 1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

33 Compose a trio for flute, oboe and clarinet. Your music must establish an 8-bar 
melody first, then explore that musical material using at least 3 melodic devices, 
before bringing the music to a specifically composed ending. Include advanced 
rhythmic features, a variety of articulations, ornaments and dynamics. Describe 
your music to explain where these devices are features of the music.

3 items                                                             
1. 3-part score.                                                 
2. Audio recording.                                           
3. Comment explaining the musical features. 

34 Complete the 'Advanced Harmony’ Chart 1 items 
Complete chart on Showbie

35 Complete the ‘Advanced Tonality’ Chart. Choose a modal tonality and improvise 
using that mode with a drone in the bass

2 items                                                             
1. Completed Task 35 Chart.                             
2. Audio recording

36 Compose and record a II - V - I - VI progression using 6th, 7th and/or 9th chords 
including an improvised solo based on the Blues scale of the chosen key. 
Establish the chords in the first 8 bars, in bars 9-16 begin the improvisation, and 
in bars 17-24 create a higher level of rhythmic and melodic complexity in the 
improvisation. End the performance on a Major 9th chord. 

2 items                                                             
1. Completed Task 36 Chart.                             
2. Audio recording

37 Compose a piece of at least 8 bars that could be used in a child’s toy to help 
them to sleep. The music must be original. Think about metre, instrumentation, 
tempo, pitch, dynamics, articulation, harmony, rhythm, tonality and duration. 
Describe how you’ve approached each element to meet the composition brief.

3 items                                                             
1. Completed Musical Features Chart.                             
2. Audio recording                                            
3. Score

38 Compose a music cue for a film that describes a deep sense of sadness. The 
music must be original. Think about metre, instrumentation, tempo, pitch, 
dynamics, articulation, harmony, rhythm, tonality and duration. Describe how 
you’ve approached each element to meet the composition brief.

3 items                                                             
1. Completed Musical Features Chart.                             
2. Audio recording                                            
3. Score

39 Compose a music cue for a film that describes a dramatic climax of an evil army 
moving into position to destroy a city. The music must be original. Think about 
metre, tempo, pitch, dynamics, articulation, harmony, rhythm, tonality and 
duration. Describe how you’ve approached each element to meet the 
composition brief.

3 items                                                             
1. Completed Musical Features Chart.                             
2. Audio recording                                            
3. Score

40 Compose a music cue for film that describes a scene of great awe and wonder. 
The music must be original. Think about metre, instrumentation, tempo, pitch, 
dynamics, articulation, harmony, rhythm, tonality and duration. Describe how 
you’ve approached each element to meet the composition brief.

3 items                                                             
1. Completed Musical Features Chart.                             
2. Audio recording                                            
3. Score
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Melodic Devices Chart
Texture Definition

Moving up in pitch. 

Moving down in pitch. 

Movement by step. 

Movement by leap. 

Movement up or down one semitone at a time.

A melody that has mostly rising pitch.

A melody that has mostly falling pitch. 

A leading motif. A melody used to represent a character in an opera, 
symphonic poem or film. 

A memorable or catchy melody frequently found in popular music. 

Similar to conjunct movement, but travelling through a range of pitches. 

A motif based on the notes of the triad (notes 1 3 5 and root position). 

2 melodies that move in opposite directions, usually with scalic or arpeggio 
movement. More complex music has motion with different scales or broken 
chords in each part.  

A repeating motif that rises or falls in pitch on each repetition. 

The notes of a chord played one after another. Similar to a broken chord, but 
often the tonic is played again. For example in C major, C-E-G-C.

A disjunct melody that plays the notes of a chord separately 

Sliding movement up or down quickly through a range of pitches between two 
defined notes.

Sliding the pitch of a note up or down. 

Repeating a note, or a short pattern (motif) of notes. 

A repeating melody. Could be defined as a loop in some genres. 

A motif is heard in one part and then heard soon afterwards in another part. 

A melody begins in one part. Shortly afterwards the melody begins again in 
another part. In its simplest form this is called a round. More complex music, 
such as a Fugue might have the second entry of the melody beginning on a 
different point of the scale. 

A melody is played in one part, followed by a response played immediately 
afterwards. Often a single leader makes the call and a group performs the 
response.  

The melody is played with the pitch turned upside-down. 

The melody is played in reverse. 

The melody is played upside-down and in reverse. 

The melody is played beginning on a different point of the scale or in a 
different key entirely. 

The ‘question’ phrase in a balanced phrase, typical of music from the classical 
period.  

The ‘answer’ phrase in a balanced phrase, typical of music from the classical 
period.  

Melody notes added to create conjunct movement between strong harmonic 
moments. 

Melody notes added to create extra melodic complexity when there is space 
for conjunct movement to occur between strong harmonic moments. 

A melody note from a chord is heard before the chord is played. 

A melody written to sound an octave above or an octave below the pitches 
written on the stave. Often used to make it easier to read very high or very low 
pitched notes. 

A melody written for the voice, which features more than one note on some or 
all syllables of a text. Frequently found in opera. Used to create additional 
interest or decoration in a melody. 

A melody written for the voice, which features mostly one note per syllable. 

A melody that reflects the literal meaning of the text. 

A melody that is made-up on the spot. 

A complex section of melody, used frequently in the Classical and Romantic 
periods (especially Romantic). The section is used to demonstrate the 
advanced skill of the player or instrument or both. 

Task 1. Here is a list of Melodic Devices. To complete this task, write each one in 
the orange box next to the correct definition. [Answers: Descending, Falling motif, 
Left motif, Glissando, Retrograde, Consequent Phrase, Disjunct movement, 
Chromatic Movement, Arpeggio, Repetition, Melismatic, Scalic, Ascending, 
Inversion, Antecendent Phrase, Passing Note, +8ve/-8ve, Conjunct Movement, 
Rising Motif, Triadic, Pitch Bend, Transposition, Call & Response, Broken Chord, 
Hook, Contrary Motion, Ostinato, Auxiliary Note, Syllabic, Cadenza, Sequence, 
Imitation, Retrograde Inversion, Anticipation Note, Word Painting, Canon, 
Improvisation .] 

Ornaments Chart
Texture Definition

Rapid alternating playing of the written pitch and the note 
above. 

Literally meaning ‘leaning’. Refers to a note, usually 
dissonant, which resolves to a consonant interval on a 
weaker part of the beat.

A shorter note attached to a note. Written smaller than the 
main note it’s joined to. Not included when counting the 
beats in the bar. Sometimes play just before the main note, 
or ‘crushed’ at the same time.  

Playing the note above the written pitch, the written note, the 
note below and the written pitch again. 

Playing the note below the written pitch, the written note, the 
note above and the written pitch again. 

Playing the written note, the note above and the written note 
again very quickly, in one motion. 

Playing the written note, the note below and the written note 
again very quickly, in one motion. 

Playing the notes of a chord quickly one after the next, often 
held as they are played. Often played from lowest to highest 
pitch, although can be played downwards. Often used at the 
end of a piece. 

Task 2. Here is a list of Ornaments - these are used to decorate a melody. To 
complete this task, write each one in the orange box next to the correct definition. 
[Answers: Turn, Mordent, Trill, Arpeggiated Chord, Appoggiatura, Inverted Turn, 
Acciaccatura, Inverted Mordent.] 

Playing Techniques Chart
Texture Definition

Plucked. Orchestral string instruments. 

Played with the bow. Orchestra String Instruments

Bowed across the bridge of the stringed instrument. 

Played with the wood of the bow. 

Played with a mute attached to the strings. 

Two strings played at the same time. 

Three strings played at the same time. 

Technical guitar term. Playing individual strings of a guitar. 

Technical guitar term. Holding the palm of the picking hand down on the 
strings as they’re played. 

Technical guitar term. Notes are played by tapping the fingers on the 
fretboard, once the strings are vibrating. 

Technical guitar term. Notes are created by a definite movement to touch 
the fretboard or the opposite.

Technical guitar term. Normally the fundamental frequencies are played. 
These higher frequencies with thinner timbre can be found by lightly 
touching the strings over the frets, rather than pressing down. 

Technical guitar term. Pulling the string away from it’s normal horizontal 
position to bend the pitch up (and then back down again when the string 
is returned).  

Technical guitar term. Moving the hand up or down the length of fret board 
to move the pitch up or down, usually across a range of pitches. 

Technical guitar term. Brushing across the strings in a rhythm using 
upward or downward movements. 

Rapid repeating of a note. 

A technique use to add expression, especially in longer notes of a melody. 
Slight but rapid movement alternating between the true-tuned pitch and a 
slight variation in pitch up or down, or often around the perfect pitch in the 
centre. 

A technique used to create a higher pitch, often with a harsher timbre. 
Wind instrument technique. 

Woodwind technique. Change created by fluttering the tongue. 

A strike, usually on a snare drum where the skin and rim of the drum is 
heard at the same time. It creates a loud, ‘crack’. Often used as an effect. 

Rapid repetition of notes to appear as a continuous sound. Often played 
on on Timpani, snare drum or orchestral bass drum. 

A device used mostly with brass instruments, although the woodwind 
equivalents are available. These are often made of metal and can come in 
different shapes and sizes to vary the timbre of the instrument. 

An additional section of tubing added to a natural horn to alter the key in 
which is plays and its timbre. 

The right one, when held sustains the notes by holding off the dampeners 
in the instruments. The left one dampens the strings, creating a softer 
muted sound. 

Spoken lyrics, performed in a rhythm. 

Performing the sounds of a drum kits and other toned instruments using 
only the voice. 

Singing technique when pitches are sung an octave higher than the 
natural range of the performer. 

Singing technique. When a performer is singing in their highest range and 
with their loudest dynamic. Often found in music theatre. 

Singing technique. Improvisation with lyric-less material. 

Sliding from one note to the next, but covering microtone (pitches in 
between the semitones). Used in the voice and in string parts. 

Task 3. Here is a list of Playing Techniques. To complete this task, write each one 
in the orange box next to the correct definition. [Answers: Arco, Triple stopping, 
Picking, Tremolo, Pedalling (on a piano), Belting, Col Legno, Con Sordino, Slide, 
Overblowing, Tapping, Pizzicato, Crook, Falsetto, Scatting, Sul Ponticello, Double 
stopping, Hammer-on/Pull-off, Vibrato, Beatboxing, Mute, Strumming, Palm 
Muting, Harmonics, Flutter-tonguing, Portamento, Note bending, Rim Shot, 
Rapping, Roll.] 
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Advanced Harmonic Devices Chart
Texture Definition

A sustained or repeated note below the melody

A sustained or repeated note below the melody

A low-pitched sustained note, similar to a pedal note. In some genres notes 1 and 5 
are played together.

Harmony featuring notes of the key in which the music is written. Literally meaning 
‘of the tonic’. 

The opposite of diatonic harmony. Chromatic notes are added to create a more 
complex harmonic palette. 

A chord used when modulating that is shared by both the key the music is leaving 
from, and the key the music is moving to.

A change from one tonal centre (key) to another. 

A period of time during a modulation for the composer to advance between more 
distant tonal centres. Circles of 4th or 5th are helpful when writing these sections. 

Creation of tension by sustaining a consonant note while the chord changes.  

A chord in which the notes are played in the order 1, 3, 5. Sometimes referred to as 
‘a’. 

A chord in which the notes are played in the order 3, 5, 1. Sometimes referred to as 
‘b’. 

A chord in which the notes are played in the order 5, 1, 3. Sometimes referred to as 
‘c’. 

A 4-note chord in which the notes are played in the order 7, 1, 3, 5. Sometimes 
referred to as ‘d’. 

Harmonically finished, created using the progression V - I.

Harmonically unfinished, created using the progression I - V.

Harmonically finished, created using the progression IV - I. The ‘Amen’ Cadence.

Harmonically unfinished, taking the music to a new tonal centre, often created 
using the progression V - VI.

Playing the notes of a chord together.

Playing the notes of a chord separately in a pattern.

Playing the notes of a chord separately in the repeating pattern 1, 5, 3, 5. Used 
frequently in piano music of the Classical period. 

The lowest-pitched line of the music, often played in the lower pitch range. This line 
creates harmonic stability by mostly playing the root note of chords. 

Similar to a bass line and frequently found in jazz music. In addition to providing 
harmonic stability, passing and auxiliary notes are used to create a continuous 
energy by always moving.  

A repeating chord-based pattern, frequently found in popular music. 

When a piece has had a major tonality throughout, it ends on a minor chord. Or 
vice-versa.

Task 1. Here is a list of Harmonic Devices. To complete this task, write each one in the 
orange box next to the correct definition. [Answers: Inverted Pedal, Modulation, 
Transition, Plagal Cadence, Tierce de Picardie, Diatonic Harmony, Chromatic Harmony, 
Perfect Cadence, Block Chord, Root Position Chord, Pedal, Riff, Drone, Pivot Chord, 1st 
Inversion Chord, Interrupted Cadence, Walking Bass, Imperfect Cadence, Suspension, 
2nd Inversion Chord, Broken Chord, 3rd Inversion Chord, Alberti Bass, Bass Line.] 

Advanced Chords Chart
Chord Symbol 

based on C
Pattern to find the 
notes of this chord 

type
Chord Notes

Power Chord (5) C5 1, 5

Major C 1, 3, 5

Minor Cm 1, b3, 5

Add2 Cadd2 1, 2, 3, 5

Sus2 Csus2 1, 2, 5

Sus4 Csus 1, 4, 5

Diminised Cdim. 1, b3, b5

Augmented Caug. 1, 3, #5

Major 6th C6 1, 3, 5, 6

Minor 6th Cm6 1, b3, 5, 6

6/9 Chord C6/9 1, 3, 5, 6, 9

Major 7th Cmaj7 1, 3, 5, 7

Minor 7th Cm7 1, b3, 5, b7

Dominant 7th C7 1, 3, 5, b7

Diminished 7th Cdim7 1, b3, b5, bb7

Dominant 9th C9 1, 3, 5, b7, 9

Add 9 Cadd9 1, 3, 5, 9

Major 9th Cmaj9 1, 3, 5, 7, 9

Minor 9th Cm9 1, b3, 5, b7, 9

Dominant 11th C11 1, 3, 5, b7, 9, 11

Minor 11th Cm11 1, b3, 5, b7, 9, 11

Dominant 13th C13 1, 3, 5, b7, 9, 11, 13

Minor 7th b5 Cm7b5 1, b3, b5, b7

Scale Chart
Note number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

(1)
9 

(2)
10 
(3)

11 
(4)

12 
(5)

13 
(6)

14 
(7)

15 
(1)

Note in C C D E F G A B C D E F G A B C

Task 2. Here is a list of Chords. To complete this task, use the Scale Chart below to work out 
the notes for each chord (in this case based on the note C). Write the chord notes as capital 
letters in the order as given the pattern column. Include the appropriate sharp, flat or double 
flat symbols after those notes, for example Eb or G# or Bbb.  

1
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Mode Chart to Prepare for Task 35 Improvisation

Starting Note

Mode Choice

Pattern of Mode in 
Tones/Semitones

Notes of the Scale

Drone Notes  
(1 and 5)

Task 1. Here is a list of Tonalities. To complete this task, fill in the notes for each tonality. In these 
examples all scales begin on the note C. 

Tonalities Chart

S = semitone 
T = tone 
T* = tone and a half

C C# 
Db D D# 

Eb E F F# 
Gb G G# 

Ab A A# 
Bb B C

Major 
T-T-S-T-T-T-S 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1

Major Scale C C

Natural Minor 
T-S-T-T-S-T-T 1 2 b3 4 5 b6 b7 1

Natural Minor Scale C C

Melodic Minor Ascending 
T-S-T-T-T-T-S 1 2 b3 4 5 6 7 1

Melodic Minor Scale Ascending C C

Harmonic Minor 
T-S-T-T-S-T*-S 1 2 b3 4 5 b6 7 1

Harmonic Minor Scale C C

Major Pentatonic 
T-T-T*-T-T* 1 2 3 5 6 1

Major Pentatonic C C

Minor Pentatonic 
T*-T-T-T*-T 1 b3 4 5 b7 1

Minor Pentatonic C C

Chromatic 
S-S-S-S-S-S-S-S-S-S-S 1 #2 2 #3 3 4 #4 5 #5 6 #6 7 1

Chromatic Scale C C

Dorian Mode 
T-S-T-T-T-S-T 1 2 b3 4 5 6 b7 1

Dorian Mode C C

Phrygian Mode 
S-T-T-T-S-T-T 1 b2 b3 4 5 b6 b7 1

Phrygian Mode C C

Lydian Mode 
T-T-T-S-T-T-S 1 2 3 #4 5 6 7 1

Lydian Mode

Mixolydian Mode 
T-T-S-T-T-S-T 1 2 3 4 5 6 b7 1

Mixolydian Mode

Locrian Mode 
S-T-T-S-T-T-T 1 b2 b3 4 b5 b6 b7 1

Locrian Mode

Blues 
T*-T-S-S-T*-T 1 b3 4 b5 5 b7 1

Blues Scale

Whole Tone 
T-T-T-T-T-T 1 2 3 #4 #5 #6 1

Whole Tone Scale

Task 2. Choose a modal tonality beginning on any note, but not C. Complete the chart below.
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Composition Plan

Task Number

Cue information

Cue duration

Metre

Instrumentation

Tempo

Pitch

Dynamics

Articulation

Harmony

Rhythm

Tonality

Duration

Other Ideas (could be for 
melody, timbre, regularity of 
pulse, energy, structure, shape, 
texture)

Drone Notes  

Task 1. Enter the task number and details of the film cue you need to compose for

Task 2. By studying other film cues with similar purposes as a starting point, note down your 
choice of how you will approach each element of music to meet the brief. 
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Composition Plan

Task Number

Cue information

Cue duration

Metre

Instrumentation

Tempo

Pitch

Dynamics

Articulation

Harmony

Rhythm

Tonality

Duration

Other Ideas (could be for 
melody, timbre, regularity of 
pulse, energy, structure, shape, 
texture)

Drone Notes  

Task 1. Enter the task number and details of the film cue you need to compose for

Task 2. By studying other film cues with similar purposes as a starting point, note down your 
choice of how you will approach each element of music to meet the brief. 
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Composition Plan

Task Number

Cue information

Cue duration

Metre

Instrumentation

Tempo

Pitch

Dynamics

Articulation

Harmony

Rhythm

Tonality

Duration

Other Ideas (could be for 
melody, timbre, regularity of 
pulse, energy, structure, shape, 
texture)

Drone Notes  

Task 1. Enter the task number and details of the film cue you need to compose for

Task 2. By studying other film cues with similar purposes as a starting point, note down your 
choice of how you will approach each element of music to meet the brief. 
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Composition Plan

Task Number

Cue information

Cue duration

Metre

Instrumentation

Tempo

Pitch

Dynamics

Articulation

Harmony

Rhythm

Tonality

Duration

Other Ideas (could be for 
melody, timbre, regularity of 
pulse, energy, structure, shape, 
texture)

Drone Notes  

Task 1. Enter the task number and details of the film cue you need to compose for

Task 2. By studying other film cues with similar purposes as a starting point, note down your 
choice of how you will approach each element of music to meet the brief. 

1
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Twitter @DaveLoweMusic #PTProject2021
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